This week, we have:


Been exploring our new book: Could a Penguin Ride a Bike?



Finished our plants science experiment and made conclusions



Started to use the column method for addition

Choose from the following activities:
Writing activity – Questions and statements. Roll a dice and ask a question to a parent, a friend or a family
member, using the number you roll. We would like you to talk your questions and answers first.
Then, choose three of your favourites and try to write them accurately with a CAPITAL LETTER, each word
needed in the sentence, and a ? or full stop at the end.

1 = where

3 = why

5 = who

2 = when

4 = how

6 = what

Maths activity - Pick two items from the toy cards and add up their cost. You can choose the method which
you’ve found works best for you this week. Practice this ten times, choosing different combinations.

Topic activity— Next week, we will write about our class animals—Rabbits and Moles.
We would like you to research your class animal. Find five interesting facts about them and record them in a creative way. We will use your homework to write our own class version of ‘Could

Phonics and spelling: (complete the appropriate task below. Your child’s phonics teacher may not be their class teacher)
Miss Pope’s group:
We are reminding ourselves of our year 1
sounds. At the moment, we are still finding some of them tricky. It is important we
can recognise these quickly and fluently to
improve our reading even more! Please

Mr Clutterbuck’s group: n, nn, gn, and kn
graphemes.
Read the following—can you find 3 errors?
When you find an error, practice writing
the word correctly.

spend some time on the phonics play web- Nanny Nora went down to town to get herself a nife. When she was there she saw a
site (www.phonicsplay.co.uk) and practise
gnome in gnice clothes. The desin of the sign
reading flashcards using the ‘flashcards
said the gnome cost nine pounds, but Nanny
time challenge’. How many can you corNora knew she could get it for less.
rectly identify in 1 minute? There is a free
login available on the website.

Comments or questions from home:

Mrs Eastwood’s group:
Please spend some time practising identifying and saying the
sounds /b/ and /d/ when you
see the corresponding letter. You
might like to create your own
flashcards, practising writing
them with bubble writing, dot to
do or some other way whilst
saying their sound aloud.

